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to that used in the hand printing press. As
the roller moves over the paraffin paper, the
ink passes through the stencil, reproducing
the writing on the paper beneath. From such
a stencil from one hundred to three hundred
copies can be made. A recent modification
of this mimeograph consists of a rotary ap-
paratus, working very much on the plan of
a cylinder printing press. The stencil is
made on the paraffin paper by the typewriter.
This is then attached to the cylinder and
inked upon the inner side. As the cylinder
revolves, the stencil is brought in contact
with the paper upon which the copy is
printed. By one of these devices several
hundred copies can be made from one
stencil.
The Mnltigraph, the most perfect device
for printing letters or circulars which have
the appearance of typewritten documents.
The essential feature is a long cylindrical
drum, in two parts, one of which revolves.
Each drum contains slots running across its
face. In the slots of one of these drums
metal type reposes; the various letters are
pushed into the slots of the stationary drum,
and arranged line by line, to compose the
subject-matter to be printed. When all the
type lines are in position they are made
secure. Printing is accomplished by revolv-
ing the type drum, after the manner in
which a cylinder printing press operates, the
sheets of paper passing beneath the drum
and receiving the type impression, after the
type has come in contact with an. inked
ribbon.
COPYRIGHT, the legal protection ex-
tended to an author or publisher by which
he is guaranteed the exclusive right to pub-
lish or sell his literary, musical or artistic
productions. It is protection against those
persons who, if not restrained by penalties,
might appropriate the work of others and
commercialize it for their own benefit, thus
robbing the rightful owners of the fruits
of their labor.
In the United States. The Constitution
(Art. I, Sec. 8) empowers Congress to—
** . . .promote the progress of science and
tiseful arts by securing1 for limited times to
authors and inventors the exclusive rlgrht to
their respective writing's and discoveries."
Thus were copyrights and patents made
possible in the United States. See patekt.
The copyright laws have been several times
amended, the last time in 1928. To obtain a
 copyright, send to the Register of Copy-
rights, Library of Congress. Washington,
D. C., for an application blank. Fill out
this blank and return it with a postal money
order or bank draft for $2.00, and at the
same time send two copies of the edition of
the publication which is to bear the copyright
imprint7 which should appear on the title
page, or the page following (for example,
see this volume). Other details can be ob-
tained from the Kegister. Dramatic and
musical compositions and works of art are
subject to the same copyright as books. The
exclusive right of performing such compo-
sitions not printed^ or of causing them to be
performed, belongs to the author.
The copyright office does not protect tbe
rights of an author or publisher in court.
If copyrighted material is used unlawfully
a suit at law in tbe United States District
Court is the means of redress. The copy-
right office is only a place of record; its
records showing the granting of copyrights
and priority of ownership are available in
the trial of cases, and are accepted by the
courts as unimpeachable evidence.
A copyright is granted for a term of
twenty-eight years, and it may be renewed
one year before its expiration for a like
term. After fifty-six years all protection is
withdrawn. A work to be copyrighted in
the United States must be printed from type
set in that country.
In Canada. Copyrights ia Canada are
issued in a manner similar to the plan em-
ployed in the United States. The copy-
right office is in charge of the Department of
Trade and Commerce, Patent Office Branch.
By the acts of 1921 and 1923, tbe term of
copyright extends during the lifetime of the
author and fifty years after his death. To
obtain a copyright the author must be a
British subject, a subject of a foreign coun-
try adhering to the Berne Convention, or a
resident of His Majesty's dominions. If
the owner of the copyright fails to print Ms
book in Canada, the government may grant
a license for the publication, tbe licensee pay-
ing a royalty to ihe owner.
International Copyright, a mutual agree-
ment between nations as to copyright privi-
leges. In March, 1891, the United States
Congress passed an international copyright
act Under it agreements have been made
with most countries by which works may be
copyrighted therein, tinder special rules*

